
Good job that GPS is  
easier to understand

DRIVING IN THE JUNGLE

If you’re used to the mud and wet of British 

greenlanes, driving in jungles isn’t especially 

di�cult. The mud and the foliage are the 

dominant features; slithering through 

mudholes or across tree roots becomes habit 

and you learn to gauge how far the Land 

Rover will lurch. Mud-pattern tyres are a must 

and lower pressures than normal (25psi) are 

very helpful. Route-finding can be hard – the 

GPS won’t pick up a signal under the tree 

canopy and maps can be hopeless. You also 

need to watch out for the small, slithery type 

of wildlife as well as the big, hairy kind!

Defenders are perfect 
for paddy-field paddling

Lake-shore camping, 
with the ideal hammock
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We throw piles of kit into the three Land 

Rovers and head out. First is a long, muddy 

traverse through a rice-growing region to the 

south-west of Phnom Penh, moving through 

swampy, jungle environments to an inhabited 

strip on the coast and the fishing villages of 

Kep and Kampot. Running out of Phnom Penh 

on Highway 3, we soon turn o� the main drag 

and down a network of minor roads that turn 

into gravel and then dirt, a bit like greenlanes 

in remote areas of Britain. 

poorest of the poor in the region – locals who 

make a living by scrounging from rubbish tips 

and survive on less than a dollar a day.

When he finds a deserving family, he’ll use 

his Defender to deliver a flat-packed house – 

essentially a 10ft2 insulated, stormproof cube 

– to replace their rattan-and-palm-leaf hooch 

that wouldn’t survive the next tropical storm. 

Our intention on the trip is to visit some of the 

families who have recently received such aid, 

and check on their progress. 

From jungle to coast
Highlight: Bokor mountain

Travelling with Jason is his New Yorker mate 

Rudi, a paramedic. The well-established and 

brilliant system is that Jason will make sure 

everything is okay with the housing while Rudi 

sets up an impromptu field clinic and dishes 

out advice and medicines to local tribespeople 

– all thanks to the hard-working Defender. 

Jason’s scheme welcomes donations and 

sponsorship (see globalvillagehousing.com).

Emerging from the jungles on to the coastal 

strip, we eat at a tiny crab shack called Holy 

Crab on the beach at Kep, and then make 

The fun starts when the route turns along 

a washed-out river bed, which winds its way 

into the jungle in front of us. Jason’s 110 acts 

as pathfinder and crawls carefully through the 

washouts, gulleys and axle-twisters, and the 

130 follows. The delivery-mileage TDCi engine 

delivers surprising amounts of torque and, 

shod with Michelin XZLs, the truck sails across 

the obstacles, although the longer wheelbase 

and low-hanging towbar cause some interest. 

Penny the Defender brings up the rear – on 

Cooper mud-terrain tyres and with a two-

inch suspension lift she’s the best of the trio 

at coping with the mud crawling, despite her 

tiny engine. A bemused sun bear watches us 

in amazement from the jungle edge as we 

carefully guide the trucks along the washed-

out gorge. The country then turns properly 

wet and we ford small rivers and edge along 

between paddy fields on tracks usually used 

by bu�alo carts and motorbikes. Sometimes 

we have to drive through the rice paddies 

themselves, but we are very mindful that these 

are people’s livelihoods so we tread carefully – 

in fact, the locals seem very pleased to see us.

Jason uses the profits of his motorcycle tour 

businesses in Cambodia and Vietnam to fund 

a scheme in which he donates housing to the 




